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CITY OF SOMERVILLE, MASSACHUSETTS 

Department of Purchasing 
JOSEPH A. CURTATONE 

MAYOR 
     

  
To: Prospective Proposers IFB 16-33 
            Printing and Mailing Water Bills 
 
From: Orazio DeLuca, Contract Manager 
 
Date: October 23, 2015 
 
Re: Bid Questions and Answers 
 

Addendum No. 1 to IFB 16-33 
 
 
The City of Somerville is issuing this addendum to IFB 16-33, Printing 
and Mailing Water Bills, to answer the following questions. 
 
Question: Contract is awarded 60 days after opening. What is the date of the first 
cycle the winning vendor would process? (when “live”)   
 
Response: 1/15/15 District 3 (contract will be awarded ASAP after bid tabulation) 
 
Question: Pg. 2 states contractor must mail bills within 72 hrs. of file receipt. Page 12 
states vendor must mail bills within 2 weeks of receiving data. We assume the 72 
hour requirement is correct. Please confirm. 
 
Response: 72 hours is the correct answer. 
 
Question: What does the city require as “proof of mail”? A report? Or an official USPS 
form (ex: USPS 3602)?   
 
Response:  official USPS form 
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Question:  Technical specs. Can you confirm that the city is on the Munis platform? 
Are you able to provide a sample file and/or a sample file layout or data description?  
 
Response: The City is not on the MUNIS platform. Yes, we are able to provide a 
sample file. 
 
Question: Bidders must include a recommendation from a mail facility in 
Massachusetts. Does the city require that mail be dropped at a Massachusetts USPS 
bulk mail unit (BMU)? Or would a contiguous state BMU (ex: Providence RI) be 
satisfactory? 
 
Response:   From a mail facility in Massachusetts 
 
Question: How often do vendors typically have to visit your Somerville location to 
pick up inserts? It seems that you do inserts once per year? 
 
Response: Averaging once or twice per yr. 
 
Question: The bill sample included in page 7 of the RFP isn’t clear. Are you able 
to share a scanned copy via email?   
 
Response: Yes.  See attached. 
 
Question: Can your share the name of your current lockbox vendor? (Century 
Bank, BOA, etc.) We may have those specifications already written.    
 
Response: Century Bank. 
 
Question: Does the City of Somerville require that you pay postage in arrears? 
(via invoice after bills have been mailed) Or are you able to maintain positive funding 
in a postal account for all mailings in advance of mailing? 
 
Response: Pay postage in arrears. 
 
Question: Mail volumes. Can you provide a breakdown of the number of bills 
being mailed per month for each month. 
 
Response: Each month it varies, page 10. shows approximate bills 
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Question: Page 7 indicates 54,000 bills per year; Table on Page 10 adds up to 
44,957 with the annual demand notices included. Are there 10,000 other bills that 
aren’t described in the table to arrive at the 54,000 figure? 
 
Response: Due to extra mailing, demands, DEP letter 
 
Question: Is the city agreeable to a double window envelope, rather than one 
with your return address printed on the outside of the envelope? 
 
Response: No. One window, with your return address printed on the outside of the 
envelope. 
 
Question: Do you require any integration with your current Electronic Bill 
Presentment and Payment (EBPP) vendor? We expect this requirement, but don’t see 
it detailed. 
 
Response: Yes, we require this. 
 
Question: Are you able to share information about the current (incumbent) print 
vendor and pricing for the current (expiring) contract in force? 
 
Response: Yes.  See attached. 
 
 
*** Please remember to acknowledge all addenda below indicating receipt 
of addendum.  Failure to acknowledge addendum, will result in automatic 
disqualification.*** 
 
Name of Vendor:_______________________________________ 
Title:_________________________________________________ 
 
Signature:_____________________________________________ 
 
 
ADDENDA #1_________  
 
#2__________#3___________#4____________ACKNOWLEDGED 
Failure to acknowledge receipt of addenda may result in your bid being rejected. 



(Check all that apply to 

your operation) 

CERTIFICATIONS 
MPTQM Certified 

 VAR Certified 

DMU Certified 

Other____________________ 
 

EQUIPMENT 
 Inserting Equipment 

Multi-Line Optical Character 

Reading Equipment (Leased) 

High Speed Weigh on the 

Way Metering Equipment, 

Inkjet addressing 

Other                                                  
 

MAILING SERVICES  
Mail Pick up 

 Pick up mail at Water 

Department Location 

Other____________________ 
 

Customer supplied data files 

Accepted customer-supplied  

data files: 

 __Disc 

 __ E-Mail 

 __ Format support 

Other__________________ 
 

Edit Information ( if 

necessary) 

Dedupes 

 Combine fields 

 Add fields 

 Personalize 

 Genderize 

 Match mailing 

 Cycle billing 

 Statement rendering 

Other__________________ 

 

 

Presort file 
Postal address correction 

Sort for automation bar code 

Identify maximum postal discount 

Other____________________ 

 

Personalize in presort order and 

imprint 
Letters with names or other data 

Notices with names or other data 

Self mailers with names or other data 

Bills with names or other data 

Postcards with names or other data 

Other   

 
Inserts (with letters, notices, bills) 

  
One insert 

Two Inserts 

Three Inserts 

4+ inserts 

Other_________________ 

 

Folding 
Trifold 

Fold and Wafer seal 

Fold and insert into window envelope 

Matching (if necessary) 

Fold and insert into non-window 

envelope 

Other________________ 

 

 

 

Address Mail 
 

With bar code and postal 

required endorsement 

Other  

Meter Mail 
 

Permit number may be pre-

printed on envelope 

Other                           

Mail delivery 
 

Tray and deliver to Post 

Office 

Other  

Other 

Other  

 

 

 






